MI-3 & MI-4
Automated Extrusion Plastometers / Melt Indexers
built to ISO 1133 and ASTM D 1238 specifications
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Certified according 10DIN EN ISO 9001:2000
GFT 011.01.3-9-02

MI- 3 and MI- 4 are the industry'sfinest automated Extrusion Plastometers / Melt
Indexers. New technologies further improve
productivityandmeasurementquality.
Design:
Every component has been optimized and
integrated into a new platform für superi9r
performance and maximum user-friendliness.

.

The test chamber swings out to facilitate
better cleaning. Years of experience with our
robotic plastometers have helped to ensure
perfect alignment and lang lasting, moving
electrical connections.

.

The integrated and fully enclosed weight
handling system includes all standard weights
and allows users to choose the test weight
manually (MI-3), or automatically (MI-4).

.

Parameter entry and instrument control
functions are all easily accomplished with the
5.7" color touch screen.

Optimized Testing:
Impravements have been made to further enhance temperature and volumetrie measurement
accuracy.

Cleaning is made easy using a swing-out
barrel design

.

Multi-Weight measurements can be run with
up to 4 weights in a single test run (MI-4).
The test can be run with increasing or
decreasing weights, something very few
instruments ofter.

.

Optimized temperature contra I with a
resolution of 0.01°C.

.

Temperature stability better than :t 0.1°C.

.

Calibration settings für up to 5 temperature
setpoints with dedicated parameter files.

.

High-resolution position transducer with a
resolution of 0.006 mm.

.

Optimized pre-pack cycle using the max. test
weight to help reproducibility.

Cutting edge electronics:
Our design goals included effortless hardware
manipulation and more straightforward software
driven menus.

.

.
.
.
Weight selection made easy:
Manually MI-3, or automatically MI-4

Storage of up to 50 test parameter sets, each
with up to 50 test results.
2 USB connections - for PC and printer
connections, also measurement data
can be sent to a USB memory stick.
Ethernet port for LAN connection,
cation via TCP/IP er web-server.

communi-

Integrated web-server; display and data
printout available using any web browser.
Data can easily be used and manipulated
with MS Office.

Options
Many options are available to enhance the
standard package:
.

.
.

.
.
Results as they appear on the
integrated touch-screen monitor

User interface as it appears on the
integrated touch-screen monitor

Manual er automated malt strand cutter
Capillary die quick-release
mechanism

and locking

Laser die swell measurement
Nitrogen purge
Corrosion-resistant

measurement

system that protects all parts in contact with
the malt

MVR Single values Graphic/Long-term Graphie MFRHOST-Program

Technical

Information

Test chamber:

Two heater circuits, electrically heated, temperature sensor PT 100 1/3 DIN
Temperature difference over time: < :t 0.2 °C
Temperature difference over distance:
~ :t 0.2 °C of set temperature (temperature range 60°C to 400°C)
~ :t 0.3 °C of set temperature (temperature range 400°C to 500°C)

Temperature controller:

Microprocessor controlled temperature controller tor 2 heater circuits

Set temperature selection:

060.0 - 400.0 °C displayed on the touch screen monitor
(High temperature version to 500.0 °C - option)

Actual temperature display:

000.00 - 500.00 °C displayed on the touch screen monitor

Temperature measurement:

16-Bit converter;

Test barrel:

9.555 - 0.01 mm diameter

Resolution 0 to 320°C: 0.01°C, 320 to 500°C: 0.1 °C

Die:

2.095 :t 0.003 mm diameter, 8 :t 0.025 mm length,
1.048 :t 0.005 mm diameter, 3.985 :t 0.025 mm length (option),
Material: Tungsten carbide

Weights:

1.200 kg (option 1.000 kg, 1.050 kg ; 12.5 kg, 15.0 kg), 2.16 kg, 3.8 kg, 5.0 kg, 10.0 kg,
21.6 kg tolerance :t 0.5 %

Position transducer:

Digital encoder, resolution 0.006 mm/impulse

Touch screen display:

5.7" color-QVGA touch screen

Power supply:

115 V or 230V

Ambient temperature:

+ 10 to + 40 °C

Ambient humidity:

max. 90% not condensing

Dimensions

Width: 700 mm, depth: 450 mm, height: 1220 mm

Color:

Cover plates: beige-matt
Hood: pastelorange RAL 2003

Weight:

Approx. 60 kg / 120 Ibs.
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